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This collection of advice and ideas for Mechanchim is
an outgrowth of the efforts of Priority-1 to improve and
enhance the effectiveness of our Yeshiva Day School
educational system.
The suggestions are based on over two decades of
experience and successful training programs and seminars
to help Mechanchim to increase their effectiveness and
influence on the lives and the futures of their students.
For further information, questions, or comments
please feel free to contact Priority-1 at 516-295-5700 or
visit us on the web at www.priority-1.org
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This brief introductory guide was prepared by a group
of experienced Mechanchim and is only meant as a brief
introduction to the focusing on and development of Torah
study skills techniques.
These skills can serve to excite our students with the
depth, exacting standards of truth, and sensitivity of Torah
and inspire them to continue their pursuit of Torah study.
The mastery of skills will encourage them to continue to
advance and remain committed to serious Torah learning.
This is not meant as a comprehensive listing of all
appropriate skills and techniques, rather a sample of some
of them. Although a gifted student might be able to
internalize the technique by merely seeing it used in the
lesson, for most students, explaining the dynamic of the
skill or technique being used will be essential.
As in any learning process, the best results are
achieved through interactive learning, where the teacher can
see how the student is grasping the concepts and, when
necessary, to help clarify any confusion or mistake. In the
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words of the master pedagogue, and Gaon Harav Dovid
Leibowitz, , “the job of a Rebbe is not spoon feeding
information to his students but rather creeping into their
heads to see how they understand the concepts and
information and straightening out their thinking.”
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The development of basic Torah study skills is essential for
the student to be able to appreciate Torah study and to be
capable of self-study in Torah subjects.
The following is a partial list of some of the basic skills and
some examples of their application.
1. Ability to discern when commentary is translating a
word, explaining the Pshat, or offering a Drush.
2. Ability to discover what is the problem that is
concerning the commentary and leading him to make his
explanation, e.g. what is bothering Rashi in the words of
the Torah to necessitate this comment.
3. Ability to see a comment of Chazal in its total
perspective and with relevant surrounding information,
to gain clearer and deeper insight into its message and
meaning.
4. Ability to discern an answer from the question and to
focus on how the answer does in fact answer the
question.
5. Ability to focus on a dispute and analyze the difference
between the logic () of the two positions, and why
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each holds as it does and does not hold the other
position.
6. Ability to make sure that a logical position offered fits
into all of the pieces and steps in the specific text in
question.
7. Where a proof is brought, the ability to test out other
alternatives to make sure that they are not valid and,
therefore, to prove that the proof is valid.

1. ABILITY TO DISCERN WHEN COMMENTARY IS
TRANSLATING A WORD, EXPLAINING THE
PSHAT, OR OFFERING A DRUSH
It is very important to be able to know exactly what a
commentary intends to do in the comment that he makes.
Often he is simply translating a word. Other times he is
explaining the Pshat, which means the basic meaning of the
text, the point that the text means to convey. This Pshat
must fit in with all of the other aspects of the text as it is to
be understood in learning Pshat. Sometimes the
commentary is offering a Drush. This means that the
explanation is not of the basic type, offering a simple
explanation of the text. This Drush is something hinted to
by the text or some variation in the text and does not
necessarily fit completely into the simple story of the text.
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a. For example in 
offers the definition of the word “maidservant” which is
also the Pshat. He offers also a Drush that  also
hints to her “hand” referring to the idea that her hand
became lengthened to reach out into the river. This is not
the simple meaning of the story but rather a Medrash
hinted to by the use of the word .







b. “Is there anyone in Israel who has no redeemers
(relatives) but it means he has no redeemer who can
afford to redeem him.”
The word  means redeemer (referring to a relative).
However since the simple Pshat cannot be and makes no
sense since every Jew must have someone, the Pshat is
to be understood as referring to a person who cannot
afford to redeem.

2. ABILITY TO DISCOVER WHAT IS THE PROBLEM
THAT IS CONCERNING THE COMMENTARY AND
LEADING HIM TO MAKE HIS EXPLANATION, E.G.
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WHAT IS BOTHERING RASHI IN THE WORDS OF
THE TORAH TO NECESSITATE THIS COMMENT
Oftentimes, we find  and other commentaries expounding
on a given subject beyond what the text superficially seems to
indicate. The student quickly justifies that the remarks being
made by the commentary must be emanating solely from
some Divine inspiration that the commentary was gifted with,
due to the lofty spiritual heights he was able to reach as an
individual. Even a fleeting look at the classical commentaries
written on the commentary of  will quickly dispel this
misconception. The remarks offered by  and other
commentaries emanate from a desire to understand the text,
and solve difficulties that the thinking student would be faced
with after carefully studying the text.




a. “And  went in, and his sons and his wife and the
wives of his sons, with him into the ark, because of the
waters of the flood.”
 comments of the words :
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“Even  was of those lacking perfect faith, he believed
and did not believe that the flood would come and he did
not enter into the ark until the waters forced him.”
 is perplexed by the words in the
“, “because of the waters of the
flood”. Isn’t it superfluous to add that they were entering
the ark because of the impending flood?  therefore
explains that the  means it in a very literal, sense
that they entered only because of the flood waters, i.e.,
the flood waters had to force them to enter. Therefore,
 concludes that there must have been something
lacking in ’s  that in fact there will be a .

b.



And  appeared to him (Abraham) in the plains of 
and he was sitting in the door of the tent in the heat of
the day.”

“
“To see if there is a passerby whom he might take
into his house.”
 is concerned why would an old man of 99 years, so
soon after undergoing a circumcision, be sitting by the
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door of his tent in the heat of the day. Isn’t remaining in
bed the more common and prudent behavior of an
individual in such a situation? , therefore, is
compelled to explain that  must have had a
specific and lofty purpose justifying this deviation from
expected behavior. Only his great yearning and love for
helping others could have caused him to behave in this
unusual fashion.

c.





“And it was during those many days, and the king of
Egypt died, and the children of Israel sighed from the
bondage, and they cried, and their cry went up to G-d
from the bondage.”
 comments on the words 


“He became leprous and he used to slaughter the infants
of Israel and bathe in their blood.”
’s intent is not to inform us of the health condition
of  preceding his death, nor to tell of his great
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cruelty in his lifetime. This would be shedding no light
on the specific text  is commenting on and therefore
would not be in the confines of ’s work. ’s
intent is to interpret the word  in the  not as
actual death but instead as “deathlike” (See: .

“Four are considered as dead: a poor person, and a leper,
and a blind person, and one who is childless.”  did
not actually die, but instead became leprous which is
considered like dead and therefore can be referred to as
death.
The question presents itself: what forced  to change
from the more common interpretation of  - actual
death. The  explains that  was troubled
by a sequence of events expressed in the . The 
indicates that immediately after , the
cries of the children of Israel increased. If  meant
the actual death of the king of , the opposite
should have been true. The death of the cruel, ruthless
leader of  should have given them more hope. 
therefore felt we must interpret the  in a fashion
where greater depression and hopelessness of the
children of Israel would be the natural result. ,
meaning becoming leprous and thereby slaughtering
Jewish infants and bathing in their blood to cure his
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disease, makes it very understandable that the reaction
of the children of Israel to that  was one of feeling
even greater pain and of increasing cries.

3. ABILITY TO SEE A COMMENT OF CHAZAL IN ITS
TOTAL PERSPECTIVE AND WITH RELEVANT
SURROUNDING
INFORMATION,
TO
GAIN
CLEARER AND DEEPER INSIGHT INTO ITS
MESSAGE AND MEANING.
Too often there is a tendency to view the idea of a  as
an isolated concept dealing with the  on which he
comments. We read each  independently, forgetting
the background and context upon which it is based. If we
would just maintain an awareness of the surrounding facts
we already know, we could see new dimensions and
implications to these very same words. This is particularly
true of the  who wrote their interpretations with
 in mind.
The  says that Yaakov
knew of Reuven’s sin and would have cut him off from the
 were it not for Yaakov’s great . A study of
this in isolation yields one level of understanding.
Obviously Yaakov would not consciously allow personal
feelings of hurt to affect such an important and far-reaching
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. Yet, the  shows us that if there wasn’t total
humility, if there was any slight sense of personal affront,
Yaakov might have misjudged the right  in what must
have been a terribly difficult decision to make. This is the
result of an independent reading. If, however, we broaden
our focus to bring to mind the great love Yaakov must have
had for this , we can see whole new insights. Why
didn’t the  assume that this abundant love was the
counter force to bring Yaakov to see all of the possible
reasons for a lenient ruling? In this context we can now see
how the  teaches us the need for  even in the most
loving relationship. There is a dimension added by humility
which even love cannot generate. All of Yaakov’s love for
Reuven would not have had enough power to prevent him
from cutting Reuven off. He had to have the  to bring
about the right . Humility was here the dominant factor
which spelled the difference between eternal  or total
excommunication.

4. ABILITY TO DISCERN AN ANSWER FROM THE
QUESTION AND TO FOCUS ON HOW THE
ANSWER DOES IN FACT ANSWER THE QUESTION
The Talmud is not a compilation of facts. The Talmud
consists of halachic opinions, questions and answers; and
again questions on those answers, eventually culminating
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into law. It, therefore, requires an astute ability to
understand the new facts and concepts that are introduced
by the  (The one who is answering).
However, in the course of understanding these new
concepts, we must be careful not to lose sight that the
question be fully removed. It is not unusual that in the
course of these mental acrobatics, one could be so amazed
and excited about a new outlook, that there may be no focus
on the logical attack of the question. It is essential to
concentrate on the problem that is posed with a certain
opinion, and on exactly what changes, that the question,
therefore, falls away. This skill includes the full
understanding of the question, the many factors that are
necessary for the question to be sustained, and which of
those factors are changed, sometimes ever so slightly, to
produce a satisfactory answer.
a. For example - 
 is of the opinion that oil is permitted to be applied
directly to a wound on Shabbos. The Gemara asks on
, from a law that states “that oil may not be applied to
a cloth that is directly on the wound”, from which we
see that direct application is forbidden. The 
answers that it is forbidden, for fear of squeezing, which
is prohibited on Shabbos.
But the fact still remains that it can’t be applied to the
cloth which is directly on the wound; the facts that made
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up the contradiction remain. To what would we attribute
the answer?
The answer lies in the understanding that the
contradiction was based on the assumption that the 
was because the cloth was directly on the wound and
would thereby be considered as applying directly to the
wound. The answer changes that understanding, and
states that where the cloth is placed is not the factor but
rather it is coincidental to this . The factor that
makes it forbidden is that it’s applied to the cloth, a
material that can be squeezed, which is a forbidden act
on Shabbos.  is discussing a case where  is not
applicable, so this problem would not apply.
b. We see in  holds that the  that’s
said prior to  is  and not
 because  connotes past, having already
done it, while in fact he didn’t do the  yet.
The  asks from , where the bracha is also
said prior to the , and still the  says ;
according to  he should say instead .
The  answers that by  is impossible
because it would have a wrong meaning. It would mean
that the  was the one commanded to do this ,
but the  is the , not the father.
The answer by itself makes sense. You can’t say  if
it will have a wrong meaning. But we must remember
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that the  is said , according to , has
the same disqualification, a wrong meaning. The
question was not answered. We cannot be satisfied with
understanding the logic of the fact that the  puts
forth. We must remember that there is a question to be
answered.

5. ABILITY TO FOCUS ON A DISPUTE AND
ANALYZE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
LOGIC () OF THE TWO POSITIONS AND WHY
EACH HOLDS AS IT DOES AND DOES NOT HOLD
THE OTHER POSITION
The underlying principle here is that a dispute between
sages of the Mishnah, Talmud or their commentaries is one
between scholars of the greatest magnitude. Neither side
can be suspected of a simple error or oversight. The basis
for their difference of opinion must therefore be the
presence of an area or question (in halacha) in which there
is room for different lines of reasoning, one sage’s Torah
understanding dictating one position, another’s the other.
We attempt to explain their dispute in a manner that the two
positions are very close to one another, thereby reducing in
the eyes’ of each the degree of error contained in the
opinion of the other.
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One example is the dispute between  and  in
. If a person lights a fire which travels with the
aid of a wind and does damage, he is held responsible for
that damage.  holds it is as if he had thrown the fire
onto the damaged article, like shooting an arrow, where the
damage is attributed directly to the person’s action. (He
could then conceivably be punished for killing a person
with capital punishment as if he had shot the person.)
 holds the obligation for damage done by a fire tht
one lit is only as damage done by one’s property (i.e. if
one’s ox entered another’s field and ate or trampled upon
the fruits of the field.) One’s fire is like his ox, and therefore
carries only a monetary responsibility, for the damage is not
considered to have been done by the person who made the
fire but only by the fire itself.
Here, the  itself says  argues with 
because an arrow travels by the force of the one who shot it
whereas the fire travels on its own and burns articles at a
great distance from where it was lit. Therefore the person
cannot be considered to have done the damage but can only
be held responsible for what the fire did.
’s position is one’s placing a fire in a position where
it will be carried by a wind and will travel from one object
to another is akin to throwing it because he’s harnessing
those forces that cause the fire to travel. It’s not necessary
for the person to actually impart the energy to the fire which
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causes it to travel (as where one shoots an arrow); putting it
where it will inevitably be moved by other forces is
considered utilizing and controlling those forces to transport
the fire. It is a form of throwing.
Another interpretation is given concerning the dispute of
 and . Perhaps  would agree by
some substance other than a fire; however, the dispute arises
because of the following dilemma: Why should the one who
lights the fire be held responsible at all? Actually the fire
which “hits the target” and does damage is not the fire
which he lit, it’s a new fire that has been created by a
burning article which in turn was lit by the one which
preceded it, and so on until the initial fire. The initial fire set
off the chain reaction but did not do the burning itself, so
why is there a monetary obligation? (Certainly the one who
lit the fire caused the damage but since it was not a direct
result of his own action or the action of the fire he created,
there should be no obligation that can be claimed in court.)
 says the most logical understanding of this halacha
in the Torah is that because the chain reaction of one stalk
burning another is so direct and certain, it’s considered that
the initial fire (or the hot coal which started the fire) is
traveling to the damaged items itself. There is no other
explanation for the responsibility for the fire.
 holds it is more reasonable to say that the Torah
obligated the one who lit the fire because he was the
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original cause of the direct chain reaction for damage done
by the last fire as if that fire were his. It cannot be
considered his own action because after all the original fire
did not do the damage but only created a second which
created a third, etc. until the  was reached.

6. ABILITY TO MAKE SURE THAT A LOGICAL
POSITION OFFERED FITS INTO ALL OF THE
PIECES AND STEPS IN THE SPECIFIC TEXT IN
QUESTION
The  at the beginning of Succah ( ) brings a 
between  and the  as to a succah that is above
twenty . The  say it is  and  contends
that is is kosher.
The  offers three explanations for this . The
middle interpretation is that of , who says that the
reason for the  is based on the  that says
. The  indicates that a succah must
provide for  and above twenty you aren’t sitting in the
shade of the roof, but rather in the shade of the walls.
The question that arises is, if so, what is the reason of
 that is ? Similarly, one can ask, if so, what is
the position of those that argue with  and don’t hold
of this ?
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At first glance, you might say that  reasons that 
provided by  is also good. This is difficult because
later, on  the  says that all  are kosher for
, so we see that the essence of the succah is the 
and the  should have to be provided by the .
If we are to look further we will see that the  says that
the  disagree with  because the
 is referring to , not to
.  explains that the  is saying that 
is not for . , we can use this reasoning for 
also.
This is very difficult because the  says  in the
 that  is  and  doesn’t
argue there. So we see clearly that the  of a succah is
indeed meant to provide .
To answer these questions we must refer to
the’s interpretation of . He explains that
 also agrees that  qualifies as  because it
provides for  but he holds that it doesn’t have to actually
provide  in the position that it is in but rather as long as it
could potentially provide shade in a lower position it gets a
 and is kosher. This means that  doesn’t have to
 provide , it has to have the  of providing .
This would also be  in the  according to the other
 and possibly  in . The  of
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 means actively providing . Therefore
 can prove from there that it’s not enough to have the
 to provide  rather it must  provide . The 
then needs to explain the other  who don’t hold of
the  of not having  that they hold the  of
 refers to . This can explain
’s opinion as well that  above 20 is 
because you don’t need  only the  to provide it
and when  says  he means it isn’t
intended to actually provide  but it does get
since it could potentially provide .
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The Torah is the most accurate and complete source of true
knowledge. As it says in the  משנהat the end of פרקי אבות:

Chazal and the Rishonim were masters of drawing out these
truths correctly (See . They
were also true and every word they wrote was
written with painstaking precision to ensure the full
accuracy of what they were writing. This allows for precise
analysis of their writings and enables a person to tap into the
full extent of what Chazal and the Rishinom saw as true
(See the introductions of the and  to 
and the .
It becomes clear that someone who wants to gain insight
into the true  must draw out ideas with fidelity and
strong grounding from the text of the sources themselves.
The following are some suggestions to developing Torah
true insights from Chazal and the Rishonim.
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 Find a chazal or Rishon that appears to contain an
insight (chiddush) in a mussar thought, and read it
very, very carefully. Find out what it may be telling
us. Sometimes it may tell us something directly, and
sometimes indirectly. It may be telling us the
motivation of an action, the cause of an event, or it
may be telling us the extent of a particular action or
feeling that was pursued. The insight you wish to
derive may even be secondary to the point that the
chazal came to tell us.
 Examine the Torah personalities or situations and
context that are being referred to. Quite often there is
more than one. Examine what we know of the person
or situation carefully. Did he or she excel in any area
of personal conduct or trait that may have to do with
this area? Focus on specific past events in his or her
life. Was this person a tremendous tzaddik or a
terrible rasha? Examine the particular context in
which the subject is participating. Was there any
significant event or matter that the subject
experienced immediately prior to this? Focus on the
aspects of the subject’s personality that may contrast
the theme being developed.
 Now examine the words of the chazal in light of
what we know of the subject and the context being
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discussed. Are these words now a chiddush? Is there
an insight to be gained?
 Analyze the insight a few more times. Is it obvious?
Is it perhaps wrong? Is there another manner in
which to read the words of the chazal that would
invalidate the insight? Is the application that was
drawn correct?
 There might be a problem with the text that you have
an answer for but you must be certain that that
answer is the only correct one, fits all details and
there is no room for any other answer, both in logic
and in the language of the text. Preferably, the
answer should be coming out of the text and clearly
indicated by the text once you think of it.
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Ten Fundamental
Principles of Learning B’Iyun
1. Repeatedly read and analyze the Rishonim on the
Sugya as precisely and accurately as possible.

2. Focus specifically on the area(s) where Rishonim
disagree.

3. Clarify the change in understanding between the
question and the answer.
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4. Work on Tosfos and relevant Mefarshim as building
blocks for a Sugya

5. Study Gedolei Achronim along with Rishonim.
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6. To extract the fundamentals of the Sugya from the
words of the Sugya itself.

7. Learn under an expert Rebbi.
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By Rabbi Shaya Cohen
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By Rabbi Shaya Cohen
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By Rabbi Shaya Cohen
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:בענין השפעת המורה בכיתה
 הגישה.באתי למסקנה המבהילה שאני בעל ההחלטה בכיתה
 מצב הרוח,האישית שלי היא הקובעת את האוירה בכיתה
 מצוי ברשותי, כמורה.יומי שלי קובע את האטמוספירה-היום
 אני יכול.כח עצום לעשות את חיי הילדים מרים או שמחים
 אני יכול להעליב או.להיות מכשיר עינוים או כלי מרומם
 התגובה שלי היא, בכל מצב. להכאיב או לרפא,להלהיב
 והילד יהפך לבעיה,הקובעת באם המשבר יתדרדר או יתוקן
.או יתפתח לאשיות

“Concerning a teacher’s influence in the class:
I have come to the frightening conclusion that I am
the decisive element in the classroom. It’s my
personal approach that creates the climate. It’s my
daily mood that makes the weather. As a teacher, I
possess a tremendous power to make a child’s life
miserable or joyous. I can be a tool of torture or an
instrument of inspiration. I can humiliate or
humor. Hurt or heal. In all situations. It is my
response that decides whether a crisis will be
escalated or de-escalated and a child humanized or
de-humanized.”
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חז ל
Rava said if you have seen a
student whose learning is as hard
(as difficult) as iron, it is because
his Rebbi/teacher has not smiled
at him as it is written “And one
has honed the edge (literally:
spoiled the face)
Rashi: He showed him an
unfavorable countenance.
What is his solution?
Let him increase his friendship
to appease him so that he will
show him a good countenance
In order to learn children must
know that they have their
teachers love and support.



























“And you should draw them
(students) to the Torah with
words of favor and grace”
(Bnei Yissaschar)

As the waters reflect the face
shown to them, so does the heart
of man reflect the heart of his
fellow man (Proverbs 27:18)
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Rashi: If his Rebbi smiles at him
he will gain in wisdom and if not
he will not gain in wisdom from
this Rebbi. (Tractate Yavamot)
When his student has difficulty
the teacher should see that as his
own problem and be personally
pained by it. Thus we find the
teacher in Tractate Taanit (27B)
telling us about his students who
had difficulty in learning a full
verse of Torah at a time as was
prescribed by Halacha:























I had much pain by the Great
Rabbi Chanina and he allowed me
to split a posuk in half only for
school children because they
need to learn.
Rashi: I exerted myself and
returned to him many time and
again so that he should allow me
to split the verse in two for
children who are learning,
because they cannot learn an
entire verse.)
And when the Rebbi encourages
him and shows him that he
believes in him the student does
blossom, as related in Tractate
Bava Metzia (85A):
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Rebbi (Rabbi Yehuda Hanasi)
arrived at the town of (the late)
Rabbi Elozor the son of Rabbi
Shimon (Bar Yochai). He asked
the townspeople did the tzadik
(Rabbi Elozor) leave a son? They
answered yes, he has a son but
the son is unworthy of Rebbi’s
attention because he has strayed
far off the righteous path. Rebbi
nevertheless sought him out. He
ordained him and called “Rabbi”
Rashi: So that all would call him
Rebbi and he should thus become
jealous and devote himself to
Torah (in order to live up to his
title.)

































When he grew older he learned
in Rabbi Shamei’s Yeshiva… and
he became the great Amora
Rabbi Yossi.
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